He styled himself as the Raja of Hansi and he also liked to introduce himself as Raja from Tipperary. He marched on the kingdoms of Jaipur, Bikaner and Udaipur and was sometimes victorious. George told his biographer, William Francklin,

"I established my capital, rebuilt the walls long since decayed, and repaired the fortifications (of the 12th century fort of Prithviraj Chauhan)."

This chapter will explore the ancestry of Stephen Tobin and his wife Mary Driscoll in the Counties of Sth Tipperary and NE Cork. It will also look at Stephen Tobin's early life in Tipperary and his military career before emigrating to Australia. Unnamed in family album but thought to be Stephen Tobin Stephen Tobin's Birth (Birth and Marriage information on birth record of Stephen and Mary Tobin's son Herbert Patrick Tobin b. 2/6/1875- notably their stated ages were incorrect) Stephen Tobin's...